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ABSTRACT
Sustainability in Open Source Software (OSS) projects is crucial for long-term innovation, community support, and the enduring success of open-source solutions. Although multitude of studies have provided effective models for OSS sustainability, their practical implications have been lacking because most identified features are not amenable to direct tuning by developers (e.g., levels of communication, number of commits per project).

In this paper, we report on preliminary work toward making models more actionable based on evidence-based findings from prior research. Given a set of identified features of interest to OSS project sustainability, we performed a comprehensive literature review related to those features to uncover practical, evidence-based advice, which we call Research Actionables (ReACTs). The ReACTs are practical advice with specific steps, found in prior work to associate with tangible results. Starting from a set of sustainability-related features, this study contributes 105 ReACTs to the SE community by analyzing 186 published articles. Moreover, this study introduces a newly developed tool (ReACTive) designed to enhance the exploration of ReACTs through visualization across various facets of the OSS ecosystem. The ReACT idea opens new avenues for connecting SE metrics to actionable research in SE in general.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Open Source Software (OSS) comprises a thriving billion-dollar industry and serves as a technological cornerstone in the tech era [27] [19]. The collaborative nature of OSS not only fosters innovation and transparency but is also a driving force behind technological advancements and economic efficiency [26]. According to a recent report, 78% of businesses utilize open-source software, and a striking 96% of applications incorporate at least one open-source component [2]. Also, prior research has estimated that the adoption of OSS can save one trillion dollars annually for the Information and Communication Technology (ICT) industry [30].

In the dynamic world of open-source projects, ensuring those projects are sustainable can be a major challenge due to several factors, such as varying levels of contributor commitment, evolving technological trends, and the need for continuous adaptation to maintain relevance in the rapidly changing technology landscape. In the context of OSS projects, sustainability refers to the ability of a project to maintain its longevity, relevance, and effectiveness over time [34]. A sustainable OSS project can offer long-term benefits to OSS communities, users, and contributors.

Research on understanding OSS project sustainability is on the rise [20, 31–33, 35]. While informative, the identified models features by these studies are not directly tunable/ changeable by the developer community. For instance: the article by Yin et al. [35] found that the number of active developers positively associates with the sustainability outcome in the forecasting model. It is not directly possible for the developer community to increase the number of active developers in an OSS project, because participation in such projects relies on individual choices and voluntary contributions, making it challenging to enforce or control the engagement of developers. Therefore, developers need a translation of the theoretical findings into practical advice (e.g., conduct unit tests, make governance explicit, outreach to potential groups of interest, etc.) that can be adopted by the developer community to influence the features of the forecasting model in the right direction, which in turn will increase the sustainability chances of an OSS project. For example, it has been found that ensuring a team of friendly and supportive people is associated with an increase in the number of active project developers [14, 17, 25]. Thus, this is an example of a researched actionable, or ReACT, in the context of our study, which can positively impact the feature number of active developers in an OSS project.

Many prior studies have focused on providing suggestions/advice to influence specific factors contributing to the sustainability of open-source software (OSS), such as increasing engagement of developers, onboarding newcomers, enhancing the contribution of core developers, etc. For example: the study by Balali et al. [15]
found a total of 44 barriers that are commonly faced by the mentors (n=19) and the newcomers (n=34) of the OSS projects. The authors then came up with 10 strategies to deal with the mentioned barriers. In another article [22], the authors analyzed the developer turnover in open source projects and provided three different suggestions (Encourage developers to: (i) start contributing to the project early, (ii) modify existing files instead of creating, (iii) code instead of dealing with documents) to alleviate the developer turnover rate. In another similar study, Ferreira et al. [18] presented four suggestions (Maintain a small number of core/active developers: Keep the project small and simple; Shorten the project timeline; Shift project ownership to users instead of organizations) to increase the retention rate of core developers.

However, to date, there is no specific literature dedicated to identifying actionable advice for influencing specific features of a sustainability forecasting model. This study aims to address this research gap by answering the following two research questions:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RQ1</th>
<th>How can Researched Actionables (ReACTs) be identified for each of the features of the forecasting model?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RQ2</td>
<td>How can these ReACTs be rendered useful and applicable in practice?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This idea paper describes our approach on one specific model, the sustainability model proposed by Yin et al. [35]. However, the methodology followed can be generalized and can be applied to any particular set of features. Future work can focus on automating the costly procedure of manually reviewing hundreds of related papers by e.g. using AI bots and assistants.

2 STUDY METHODOLOGY

2.1 Initial Set of Model Features

In this study, our initial set is the model features obtained in the paper of Yin et al. [35]. The authors used 18 socio-technical features to develop a 3-layer LSTM model there. The features, along with their respective descriptions, are outlined at [12].

2.2 Article Selection Strategy

To identify ReACTs from prior literature, we formulated a search strategy to systematically explore relevant articles. The primary sources of articles for analysis were IEEE Explorer [5], ACM digital library [1], ScienceDirect [10], Springer Link [11], and Google Scholar [4]. To retrieve articles, a set of specific search strings has been employed. These strings are tailored to locate articles based on direct and indirect links, as discussed in subsection 2.3.

(1) Open Source Project Sustainability
(2) Open Source Projects AND (Emails OR communication OR social network)
(3) Open Source Projects AND Commits
(4) Open Source Projects AND Modularity
(5) Open Source Projects AND core contributors

This pro-

(6) Open Source Projects AND newcomers
(7) Open Source Projects AND pair programming
(8) Open Source Projects AND Non-hierarchical communications
(9) Open Source Projects AND (developers OR contributors)

To ensure the analysis focused on relevant articles for identifying ReACTs, specific eligibility criteria were applied. The initial search process retrieved a total of 426 articles, with 412 sourced from major scholarly databases and 12 from the grey literature (dissertations, theses, reports). From this pool of 426 articles, a refined subset of 186 articles was selected using the following inclusion-exclusion criteria. For inclusion: (a) it must be a full-text research article, and (b) it was published between 2000 and 2023. We excluded: (a) studies with only abstracts, (b) duplicate articles (if the original was already in the article list), and (c) articles written in languages other than English. If an article unquestionably met one or more of these criteria, it was excluded from further review. The final set of articles was then meticulously analyzed to extract ReACTs.

2.3 ReACTs

We derived Researched Actionables (ReACTs) from prior literature as actions that can positively impact each of the features of the forecasting model. Each of the derived ReACTs is responsible for impacting at least one feature of the forecasting model.

To derive ReACTs, we adopted a two-pronged strategy. First, for a specific feature X, we identified a collection of relevant literature on OSS and addressing feature X. Then, we extracted the practical advice from these articles, identifying them as ReACTs responsible for positively impacting Feature X. We termed this strategy as article identification through direct links. For instance, when deriving ReACTs related to num_act_dev (Number of active developers), we delved into prior literature focusing on OSS and the onboarding of developers/newcomers. The practical advice extracted from these papers serves as ReACTs for influencing num_act_dev. This process returned articles for only three features from the feature list (num_act_dev, num_emails, num_commits).

When direct links were not available (e.g., for the 15 remaining features above), we added a level of indirection, i.e., intermediate level of features. We call this strategy as article identification through indirect links. For example, no prior literature explicitly addressed OSS and top_c_fract (The percentages of commits performed by the top 10% contributors). Therefore, for this particular feature, we established Core Developers’ contribution as the intermediate layer feature. Subsequently, we compiled a list of articles that focused on OSS and highlighted the contributions of core developers. ReACTs were then derived from these articles. In this context, the assumption is that ensuring significant contributions by core developers will positively impact the feature top_c_fract.

The features and their corresponding intermediate layers are presented in Table 1. In the table, each intermediate layer, involving contribution, is followed by one of two terms: (i) Technical or (ii) Social. In this context, “Technical” entails contributing to the project through technical aspects like coding, debugging, and system design. On the other hand, “Social” involves making contributions in areas such as community engagement, collaboration, and communication. Hence, if an intermediate layer involving technical

The article employed a LIME [29] model to obtain the magnitude and sign (positive or negative) of each of the features, signifying their impact in the LSTM model for this study, the impact of these features was not considered.
**Table 1: Features and the intermediate layers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature Name</th>
<th>Intermediate Layer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>num_act_dev</td>
<td>No intermediate layer has been used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>num_emails</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>num_commits</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>num_files</td>
<td>Code refactoring, Modularity, Modular Design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c_interruption</td>
<td>Discouraging contribution (Technical)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e_interruption</td>
<td>Discouraging contribution (Social)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>top_e_fract</td>
<td>Core developers contribution (Social)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>top_c_fract</td>
<td>Core developers contribution (Technical)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c_nodes</td>
<td>Newcomers contribution (Technical)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c_edges</td>
<td>Newcomers contributions (Social), Pair Programmers contribution (Social), Contribution (Social) from Collaboration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c_c_coef</td>
<td>Pair Programmers contribution (Technical), Contribution (Technical) from Collaboration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c_mean_degree</td>
<td>Pair Programmers contribution (Technical), Contribution (Technical) from Collaboration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c_long_tail</td>
<td>Pair Programmers contribution (Technical), Contribution (Technical) from Collaboration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e_nodes</td>
<td>Newcomers contributions (Social), Core developers contribution (Social), Contribution (Social) from Collaboration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e_edges</td>
<td>Newcomers contributions (Social), Pair Programmers contribution (Social), Contribution (Social) from Collaboration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e_c_coef</td>
<td>Pair Programmers contribution (Social), Contribution (Social) from Collaboration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e_mean_degree</td>
<td>Newcomers contributions (Social), Pair Programmers contribution (Social), Contribution (Social) from Collaboration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e_long_tail</td>
<td>Newcomers contributions (Social), Pair Programmers contribution (Social), Contribution (Social) from Collaboration</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Contributions is specified for Feature X and an intermediate layer involving social contributions is defined for Feature Y, then the ReACTs derived from the technical intermediate layer will exert an influence on Feature X, and those from the social intermediate layer will impact Feature Y. In cases where the derived ReACT involves both technical and social impacts, it will influence both Features X and Y. For example, ReACTs discouraging technical contributions of developers in an OSS project will positively impact \( c\_\text{interruption} \). Conversely, ReACTs discouraging social contributions will positively impact \( e\_\text{interruption} \). However, if the ReACT discourages both technical and social contributions, it will affect both features.

**2.3.1 ReACTs Synthesis and Interpretation.** Upon thorough analysis of the final set of selected articles, 28 articles were identified from which ReACTs could be derived.

The derivation process relies on two criteria:

**Criterion 1:** The article should address specific research problem(s) and offer actionable recommendation(s) to address the identified problem(s). For instance, the research conducted by Balali et al. [15] focused on identifying barriers encountered by newcomers and their mentors in an OSS project. Through a semi-structured interview involving 10 experienced developers, the authors identified 44 barriers faced by newcomers and their mentors. Additionally, the study presented 10 actionable recommendations to mitigate these barriers. These actionable recommendations are then reformulated as ReACTs, with the potential to impact the feature \( \text{num\_act\_dev} \).

**Criterion 2:** The article should address a specific research problem(s) and elucidate the underlying reasons, causally upstream of the identified problem(s). These underlying reasons are then reformulated as ReACTs. For example, Lin et al. [22] analyzed the developer turnover in OSS projects by doing a survival analysis. The authors found that developers have higher chances of survival in software projects when they: 1) initiate contributions to the project early; 2) predominantly modify files rather than create them; and 3) predominantly engage in coding rather than dealing with documentation. These discoveries from the article are then reformulated to create three distinct ReACTs (ReACT-62, ReACT-63, and ReACT-64), which are as follows:

1. ReACT-62: Encourage developers to start contributing to the project early
2. ReACT-63: Encourage developers to modify existing files instead of creating
3. ReACT-64: Encourage developers to code instead of dealing with documentation

The derivation process provided 105 ReACTs, which were further analyzed.

**2.3.2 ReACTs & Entities.** The entities refer to individuals responsible for performing specific ReACTs. Based on prior studies [16, 24], 20 distinct roles have been defined, each with a specific set of responsibilities. Next, two independent researchers separately assigned entities for each ReACT. The inter-rater agreement score (Cohen’s Kappa [23]) between the raters was 0.89, and the disagreements were resolved through discussion. The description of the entities is available at [13].

**3 REACTIVE**

ReACTive is an interactive tool that visualizes the connection between ReACTs and the features, and the associativity of ReACTs with entities. The tool is primarily designed for developers, with secondary utility extending to all individuals engaged in the OSS Community.

ReACTive displays an interactive network graph to visualize ReACTs and their impact on each of the features. A snapshot of the graph is shown in Figure 1. This dynamic network graph adopts a directed acyclic graph (DAG) structure, featuring circular nodes (color: light blue) representing ReACTs, rectangular nodes (color: light red) delineating features, and edges symbolizing articles.

Edges connect circular nodes (ReACTs) to rectangular nodes (features). The edges are weighted, representing the count of articles observing the effect.

The tool’s front-end is crafted with a blend of HTML, CSS, and JavaScript. Python’s PyVis library [28] has been used to generate the interactive network graphs, while python’s Plotly [21] has been harnessed to generate the other interactive plots (bar-chart, pie-chart, scattered plot). The plots offer interactivity by displaying tooltips when users hover over or click on any component of the
This article presents two significant contributions. Firstly, we introduce 105 Researched Actionables (ReACTs) derived from an extensive review of papers spanning the past two decades. These ReACTs offer practical, actionable suggestions that, when implemented, yield tangible outcomes. By adopting these ReACTs, OSS projects can tailor the features of their sustainability model, enhancing their potential for long-term viability.

Secondly, we introduce a tool called ReACTive, designed to visualize the impact of ReACTs on individual features, as well as the associations between ReACTs and entities. This tool can serve as a valuable resource for the OSS community, providing a deeper understanding of the interplay between ReACTs and project features.

4.0.2 Limitations and Future work. The study exhibits certain limitations. Firstly, we relied on features from a specific study [35] as baseline, potentially overlooking essential features utilized by other papers contributing to sustainability forecasting models [20, 31–33]. Future research could explore a combined set of features from multiple studies to enhance comprehensiveness. Secondly, causal effects of ReACTs on other ReACTs were not examined. The adoption of a particular ReACT may not only impact its associated feature(s) but also influence other ReACTs, a facet not considered in this study. Subsequent research should delve into these internal effects. Thirdly, project-specific factors like complexity, size, and technology stack were not factored into ReACT extraction. A ReACT effective for a smaller project might not be suitable for a larger one. Thus, future studies should incorporate project-specific considerations when extracting ReACTs from existing literature. Fourthly, specific search strings are used to retrieve papers from scholarly databases which may not retrieve all the articles. Future studies may focus on more generalized search strings to retrieve all the relevant papers in the context of software engineering and sustainability.

4.0.3 Conclusion. As per the GitHub Octoverse Report, OSS repository creation witnessed substantial growth in recent years [3]. With a rapid exponential increase in the number of projects, ensuring the sustainability of these endeavors has emerged as a major concern. While prior research has introduced OSS sustainability models, their practical utility for developers has been limited due to the lack of direct tunability or changeability of model features. This study pioneers a solution by addressing feature tunability, presenting 105 ReACTs directly adoptable by developers to fine-tune sustainability model features. Additionally, the contribution of ReACTive, a visualization tool, enhances comprehension of ReACT impacts across various dimensions. The collective outcome of this study can empower OSS projects to maintain sustainability.

5 DATA-AVAILABILITY STATEMENT
The study’s data and code can be accessed publicly at [8].
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